Castle Cormantine and Early English Africa, 1632-1672

The English Guinea Company established its first permanent foothold in Africa on a rocky hill near the town of Kormantin (modern Ghana) in 1632 in order to enter the fiercely competitive gold trade. Over the next three decades, three different English companies enlarged and fortified this strategic base as a headquarters for developing new emerging Atlantic and global markets. Intense international rivalries over the Akan gold and West African slave trades directly led to the Second Anglo-Dutch War and England's loss of Cormantine to Dutch forces in 1665. My talk draws upon archaeological, archival, and digital modeling research to situate this "lost" English Atlantic site within broader understandings of European, African, Atlantic, Diasporic, and global histories of the early modern world, positioning Cormantine between the East and West Indies and among shifting European and West African rivalries.
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